
How we’re reaching 
new audiences 
in bold ways
A re-imagining of local journalism to focus on 
the content, formats and platforms our next set of 
subscribers demand.
Presentation by: Keira Nothaft, JJ Hensley, Sandy Schlosser, Jeff Meesey, Jen Hefty and 
Kelli Leonard



TTP isn’t new. It’s our legacy and our future
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We called this new 
form TTP – To the 
Point – and began 

rolling it out to more 
sites in the fall. Results 

continued to be 
positive, with TTP 

content also helping us 
earn subscriptions at 
equal or better pace 

than “regular” content.

Smart and 
accessible 

coverage has 
defined us since 

our inception. 
We remain 

committed to 
publishing news 
that is easy to 
consume while 

ensuring 
readers are 

more informed.

OUR HISTORY Last summer, we 
began testing a 

new approach to 
digital content in 
Nashville, Austin 

and at USA Today. 
Results showed 

we reached more 
readers, 

particularly on 
search and had 

stronger 
engagement with 

them.

NEW TESTING OUR FUTURE



TTP is about aiding 
understanding, the core of our 
mission

Our purpose has 
always been to provide 
verified information 
that furthers 
understanding, helps 
people make better 
decisions and engages 
them in the topic. 
Because we place the 
public good first, our 
definition of great 
journalism is 
journalism that 
reaches and informs 
readers.

Our audience research indicates 
we’re reaching many of the digital savvy 
Segment 3 and 4 readers we seek, but as 
much as 80% of those readers are over 
the age of 55. 
We still struggle to reach and inform 
young digital news consumers and risk 
losing them.SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 4

Under 
40 users

Under 
40 users

But now, 
that 

challeng
e is 

greater.



What do these younger readers seek? 

Our growth audience 
(Segment 3+4) readers 
want to read – and 
subscribe for many of our 
core coverage topics – IF 
we can give them the 
news in a way that’s 
relevant to them. 

They tell us the way we 
deliver the news is 
an integral part of their 
experience and relates to 
their willingness to pay.
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Convenient 
and fits with 
my routine 

Offers a 
variety of 

information

Makes 
staying 

informed 
easy 

Covers key 
points 
quickly

Has info 
that’s 

relevant 
to my 

community

Info that 
directly 
impacts 
my life 

Reliably 
provides 
what I’m 

looking for 

Provides
in-depth 
analysis

Has 
shorter form 

content

This 
is 

TTP

The characteristics our growth audience readers seek in news:



What is To the Point?

Telling the story in the right format for the right audience at the 
length that the story and topic demand so we can convey 
information and relevance clearly. TTP stories are interesting, 
surprising and satisfying.
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What it’s not?

• It’s not a narrative story with subheads 
added

• It’s not just inverted pyramid with 
subheads

• Incomplete and without context

Can you be more TTP? It is a story designed with 
purpose, focus and respect for our reader’s time and 
attention.



TTP is a multi-prong consideration
—

It’s also about planning and 
creating content for social, 
newsletters, video that …

Tell the story 
on platform

Engage

Are quick, visual, 
personal

Are digestible

Approachable

Clear

Credible

Useful

Reader-centric

Scan-friendly

FORMAT PLATFORMLENGTH

Concise – if it can 
be short, keep it 
short
(Ideally, about half our work is 
less than 500 words)

But TTP-formatted 
stories with 
multiple questions 
explained, lists, live 
coverage tend to be 
longer.



Does this mean we 
can’t write long –
ever?!

NO. If we have a great 
story to tell, tell it. 
There’s still room for 
narrative and deep 
explanatory writing. 
But it must deserve 
and demand the 
readers’ attention.

How we balance TTP and premium

A side benefit to TTP:
Reporters tell us as they get 
used to TTP, they can spend 
less time on some stories.

This will allow us to find 
time to commit to the 
strong enterprise that is still 
the No. 1 driver of new 
subscriptions.

TTP and shorter stories also 
allow us to parse out key 
questions readers have into 
multiple headlines, giving 
us more chances to capture 
their attention.

Good stories open 
your heart or open 

your mind – and 
they come in every 

size.



The TTP of this presentation
• TTP is grounded in science and how we read for digital.

• Early efforts show tremendous success in reaching 
readers.

• Staff and newsrooms are already proving this can be 
done.

• TTP isn’t boring. We’ll offer a guide of inspiration.



The science: Digital readers scan our stories

This eye track 
study from a 
research paper 
published in 2018 
reinforces what 
we know about 
how mobile 
readers scan for 
news headlines 
and read articles.

Key takeaway: 
They use visual 
cues in our stories 
to determine the 
importance of 
content.

Source: Red C marketing Secret Life of Search 
white paper



One of these key cues: Subheads and ‘chunky’ text

Breaking text and 
multimedia content into 

smaller chunks helps 
readers understand, 

process and remember 
it better.

It stores about
7 chunks of 

information for 
approximately 

20 seconds

Why is this 
so 
important?
Our brain’s
short-term 
memory is 
limited.

Source: Pernice, Kara, Whitenton, Kathryn, 
Nielsen, Jakob. How People Read on the Web: 
The Eyetracking Evidence. Nielsen Norman 
Group, 2019. https://youtu.be/-UUMGGoHiJ0

https://youtu.be/-UUMGGoHiJ0


What do you 
remember?

Let’s try it:
You have 10 seconds 

to scan the next 
page. When the text 
disappears, jot down 

all the key points 
you remember. 



What do you 
remember?

A wall of text makes users think twice about engaging. A wall of text is a major repellant that instantly makes users think 
twice about engaging with a web page. This barrier consists of a page of prose with few or no sections, headings, incline 
links , or bolding of important words. In one usability test, people only scanned a few words of an article before abandoning
the page. Why? They didn’t want to waste their time, knowing they’d have to read through so much text to find the 
information they needed. 

When faced with a wall of text, people start scanning in self-defense. Scanning is a web user’s survival technique. Scanning 
instead of reading is not a sign of human slothfulness. Web users have learned that scanning is far more efficient than 
reading. If you tried to read everything on today’s typical webpage you would quickly get bogged down.

People scan headlines to make sure they’ve reached the right page. When a searcher arrives on a web page, the first thing 
they look at is the headline. This helps them determine the page’s main topic. If the headline is closely related to the link
they clicked in search results, the searcher knows they are in the right place and will start to engage with the content. 

Less is more: The fewer the headings, the more the eye is drawn to them.  Overpackaging makes it hard for scanners to 
determine the importance of the page. Scanning is an extremely targeted method for analyzing web pages. In less than a 
second, a user can complete an initial appraisal of a web page, estimating the nature, quality, importance and potential 
value of the information on the page. When supplementary content is packaged at the top of an article, it diminishes the 
article’s perceived value. 



What do you 
remember?

Part 2:
You have 10 seconds 

to scan the next 
page. When the text 
disappears, jot down 

all the key points 
you remember. 



What do you 
remember?

A wall of text makes users think twice about engaging

A wall of text is a major repellant that instantly makes users think twice about engaging with a web page. This barrier consists of a page of 
prose with few or no sections, headings, incline links , or bolding of important words. In one usability test, people only scanned a few
words of an article before abandoning the page. Why? They didn’t want to waste their time, knowing they’d have to read through so 
much text to find the information they needed. 

When faced with a wall of text, people start scanning in self-defense

Scanning is a web user’s survival technique. Scanning instead of reading is not a sign of human slothfulness. Web users have learned that 
scanning is far more efficient than reading. If you tried to read everything on today’s typical webpage you would quickly get bogged 
down.

People scan headlines to make sure they’ve reached the right page.

When a searcher arrives on a web page, the first thing they look at is the headline. This helps them determine the page’s main topic. If 
the headline is closely related to the link they clicked in search results, the searcher knows they are in the right place and will start to 
engage with the content. 

Less is more: The fewer the headings, the more the eye is drawn to them

Overpackaging makes it hard for scanners to determine the importance of the page. Scanning is an extremely targeted method for 
analyzing web pages. In less than a second, a user can complete an initial appraisal of a web page, estimating the nature, quality, 
importance and potential value of the information on the page. When supplementary content is packaged at the top of an article, it 
diminishes the article’s perceived value. 



Digital readers scan the following elements 
of a story to determine if it meets their 
interests

• Headlines and Page Titles

• Images/captions

• Bullet list of information

• Inline and related links

• Subheadings (h2s)
– Use phrases or sentences rather than 

labels

– Include SEO keywords in the h2s to boost 
search

– Read your headline and h2s aloud to 
evaluate the scan-friendliness of your 
storyIf you want lots more detail on this, see a very thorough 

overview from Sandy Schlosser, search content strategy 
analyst here.

400-word story 800-word story

https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/USATnetworkSEOchampions/Eay7-Inkze1HihuDz1LufmsBR_tGc39-7Gnkq-z3oau-OA?e=WzJKZz


Is it really working?
Summary of results from our 
early efforts and how we define 
success



TTP results: Reaching more readers
—
In December and January, local sites' TTP articles generated more pageviews and 
subscriptions, on average, compared to non-TPP content.

• Premium TTP stories have about the same subscriber
pageviews and a slightly higher orders-per-post (7 vs 6).

• Metered TTP stories have about 2,400 more pageviews 
on average. Free stories, often in breaking news, were 
3 times as large.

• Search referrals for TTP articles have 1,500 more 
pageviews on average.

USAT data 
points: 
Content testing 
shows TTP 
stories had 
30% more 
search 
referrals and 
7% longer 
engaged time 
than standard 
files.



How do I know it’s 
working on my story?

• Our TTP content should 
meet our content 
benchmarks and help us 
drive both pageviews and 
subscriptions.

• People read about 250 
words a minute. How long 
is your story? Look at the 
average engaged time in 
Parse.ly. How far are people 
making their way through 
it?

For local in 2022, most 
readers dropped off 
metered content around 
500 words, about 2 
minutes. 
For premium, it was 
1,250.

https://gannett.okta.com/app/google/exk1r7zs7titLlxVr1t7/sso/saml?RelayState=https://lookerstudio.google.com/u/2/reporting/4b9afd3d-d534-4e7c-9579-b8c3df08a414/page/xolmC


Plus, our competition is doing it regularly

We’re not the only media company to produce this content. And some of our chief 
competition is heralding it often as a selling point, particularly against our local 
markets. 
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OK, what do I need to do?



2023 goal: Make TTP a 
regular part of our content 
creation

• All Tier 1s should commit to 
tagging at least 30% TTP 
content by end of Q1. See your 
needed TTP story count here.
– In December, only 9 Tier 1 sites had 

more than 10% TTP content.

– Already in January, 35 network sites 
did and 2 had exceeded 30%.

• USAT is pushing to have 80% 
of its content marked as TTP by 
April 1.

• Also, we’re testing in 2023: 
Read time on stories. 
(You can also add it manually as 
part of the subhead for now.) February 9, 2023 21

Site Name Jan TTP%
Jan TTP 

count

Knoxville 35% 151

Fayetteville 31% 80

Oklahoman 28% 154

Nashville 27% 198

Wilmington 
NC 26% 57

Phoenix 25% 308

Murfreesbor
o 25% 16

Asheville 24% 60

Fort Smith 22% 20

Memphis 21% 99

HawkCentral 21% 17

Greenville 20% 54

Austin 20% 102

See our 
TTP dashboard 
to monitor 
your site’s 
progress and 
see top TTP 
content 
anytime.

See the 
monthly TTP% 
tracker by site 
here.

https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:x:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/ESaeoYJtiPtCnoL1FUPw87oBeZhHwJAcrwUmjJuzmTeOlg?e=moUV2l
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/af1075c8-d229-4b36-8d23-3a24cb8b4edf
https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:x:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/EbGny6AtyOxGjvyNiUW8ujsBmyPljaYyKaiK_YOgnjVOcA?e=pplPgs


Planning for TTP is way 
easier than switching to 
TTP
• As you start a story, 

consider if it would benefit 
from a TTP format. TTP 
works best when you 
originate your story plan with 
a format in mind.

• This isn’t about only listicles 
and fluff content – this is 
about making our strong 
journalism easy to digest and 
more engaging for our 
readers.

• TTP content can be metered 
or premium. TTP premium 
helps us reach readers and 
help them see the value of 



How we do it: Discussion and Q&A

Ryan 
Aber
OU beat 

writer
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Oklahoman: 
28% TTP 

Tennessea
n: 27% TTP

David
Dishman

Business 
editor

Duane 
Gang

Politics and 
investigations 

editor

AZ 
Central: 
25% TTP 

Bahar
Anoosha

hr
Dining and 

nightlife 
reporter

Wilmington, 
NC: 
26% TTP 

Sherry
Jones
N.C. East 

Group 
executive 

editor



The practical stuff:
Best practices



Some basic guidelines to get started

• Readers drop off most free or metered stories 
around 500 words so your sweet spot for TTP 
stories is 400 to 800 words. 
– If it’s longer than that, maybe it should be a second story? 

– Premium TTP stories can edge a bit longer if the content 
merits it.

• Use clear, keyword-rich h2 subheads that give 
readers a clue to what’s ahead in that section and the 
ability to scan the story for what may interest 
them.

• Put the most important information first or 
consider bullet points in your lead-in that answer 
those key questions and forecast what readers will 
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Social readers also show 
a strong preference for 
content of this length

Search engines give 
preference to stories 
with these elements and 
rank them higher, 
leading to more visibility 
to readers.

Inverted pyramid, 
after all



A checklist for TTP (and any) good writing

q Be accurate.
q Use plain language and common words to 

keep content concise and clear. People 
tune out complex writing.

q Use short sentences of one idea per 
sentence. 
15-20 words.

q Use words with fewer syllables.

q Write shorter paragraphs of one main 
idea.

q Use active voice. 

q Avoid jargon. 
26
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Improving our accessibility 
will lead to greater 

understanding of the 
news.

SOURCE: PIAAC

The 
whyMore than half of 
Americans struggle to read 
and comprehend at a basic 
level.

https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/education/time-for-the-u-s-to-reskill/basic-skills-in-the-united-states_9789264204904-4-en


Logistics: Use the To the Point tag so we can see results
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Workflows may vary a bit from newsroom to 
newsroom 
but every piece of To the Point conceived content 
should have a To the Point  Presto System tag on it. 

It might include things like:
- Live blogs - How to watch
- Listicles, guides - Rankings, pairings
- What we know, what’s next type files
- Q&A with a person
- Q&A on a specific topic/high-utility/SEO questions
- Graphic/map rich explainer

(Note that some sites may have previously used Presto tags specific to some of these 
formats (TTP- XXXX). Those are still fine to use but not necessary as long as you use the 
over-arching To the Point tag instead.) 

Important:
Continue to also 
use these system 
tags:
Live Coverage
Modular Story
(these are included 
when we do counts 
too but drive 
specific formatting 
and visibility to 
Google)

USAT will be 
putting the 
tag on some 
specific 
“briefs” 
packages as 
well.



The work doesn’t stop at the story

How do you get them to click? How 
do we stand out? Make readers a 
promise with your headline – and 
then fulfill it.

Headlines, social presence help 
readers determine the value that 
they are going to get from a story or 
video. Be sure to put time and 
planning into these important 
representations of our content, too: 

– A link in search results

– A social card or post

– A headline link in a news feed

– An entry in a newsletter



The anatomy of a TTP story

Intro: Write one or two tight
introductory paragraphs that are 
keyword- and hyperlink-heavy. Be 
conversational.

• Use Google Trends to find the best 
keywords.

• Don’t be afraid to use bullets.

• You need 100 words before any embeds, 
galleries, videos (not in the hero/very top 
position)

Body: After the intro, keep the H2s 
short; they can be keyword-rich at 
the top and more casual toward the 
bottom. Think search → social.
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Highlight phrase and 
select H2 in the Presto 
Suite text editing bar



The anatomy of a TTP story

As you get into the story consider:
• Adding graphics, galleries, videos 

or individual photos if they serve a 
purpose. Don’t clutter these stories. 
Readers expect to navigate them 
quickly.

• Include related links to other 
content this reader might find 
relevant in the bottom two-thirds of 
the story (but not at the very 
bottom).

• Consider promoting a newsletter 
sign-up that might be relevant.

• Limit embeds of social content to 
the best and most relevant choices 
to keep page load times suitable.

30
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Example 
newsletter promo

Tip: Read 
your stories 
on a mobile 
device to 
spot drop 
off points 
or clutter 
that may 
deter 
readers.



Inspiration
TTPs give you permission to think differently. These formats won’t 
constrain your creativity or homogenize your stories. 

Experiment with ways to tell stories using visuals and the format 
suggestions in this guide. Want more yet? 

• Browse some examples of the 5 most common formats here. 

• Go even deeper with 50+ story forms (and how-to breakdowns) to spark 
ideas for accessible – even fun – approaches that readers find engaging and 
unexpected.
See the guide here.

https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:b:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/ESKyUGyVqj1AqtynWaUGrzQBRw00dyn6U4lKrm8wqW3mxA?e=afhfTl
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14zUW8p2JHzZRyNvI2tiA6nt5W1tfWRpTdP8DUEJ-Be8/edit?usp=sharing


Things you’re probably 
already doing

• LIVE BLOG: Breaking, 
developing stories. Beyond 
news, think sports, Election 
Day, weather, stories with 
running developments.

– System Tags: Add “Live Coverage” 
and/or “Modular Story” in addition to 
your TTP tag

• WHAT WE KNOW: Often 
quickly follow breaking news 
events, once reader interest 
takes off. Descriptive 
subheads are essential; should 
be concise.

• EXPLAINER: Think chunky bits 
of text breaking out key 
concepts, questions: Q&As, 
timelines.

– System Tag: Consider using Modular 
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EXPLAINER
612K pvs

WHAT WE KNOW
268K pvs

LIVE BLOG
719K pvs

https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/health/2020/03/03/vanderbilt-nurse-radonda-vaught-arrested-reckless-homicide-vecuronium-error/4826562002/
https://www.indystar.com/story/news/crime/2021/02/11/delphi-murders-4-years-later-what-we-know-deaths-abby-and-libby/4454409001/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/05/24/live-updates-uvalde-texas-school-shooting/9913969002/


Visual explainer

• Numbers and data-heavy 
stories are best told visually 
with charts, graphics, 
before/afters.

• Logistics: Tools you can use 
include Infogram and Flourish –
both are easily embeddable in 
Presto and work on desktop, 
mobile and app.

• Bonus: These graphics can be 
used to tell your stories directly 
on social – and vice versa, if you 
have great social cards, they 
may work in your on-site 
storytelling.

• Training links: Flourish | 
Infogram

• Tip: Don't overload the file. Page load 
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Premium: 8K 
sub pvs, 30 

orders

Premium: 17 
subs, 3K sub 

pvs

Premium: 2,500 sub 
pvs, 13 orders

https://www.news-press.com/story/news/local/2022/10/05/before-after-photos-hurricane-ian-fort-myers/8190223001/
https://training.usatodaynetwork.com/2021/06/16/basic-databases-in-google-flourish-and-other-tools/
https://training.usatodaynetwork.com/2022/11/17/data-visualization-infogram-201/
https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/politics/2023/01/24/these-iowa-lawmakers-voted-for-gov-kim-reynolds-private-school-bill-legislature-gop-democrats/69833062007/
https://www.statesman.com/story/weather/2022/06/17/lack-rainfall-extreme-heat-cause-blistering-summer-austin-texas-weather/7632801001/
https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/politics/2022/08/25/tennessee-abortion-ban-2022-actual-text-annotated-exceptions-law/7868844001/


Rankings, lists and guides

• These numbered lists give 
readers a quick guide to 
need-to-know information in 
your community.

• Not every TTP story need be 
a listicle, but there is a time 
and a place where these can 
be particularly successful –
especially in entertainment, 
things to do and evergreen 
stories.

• Tip: This format is very 
similar to the explainer but 
think of it as a headline with 
numbers (3 reasons why; 4 
things to know about xx). 
This could also be “top places 
…”
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24K pvs 22K pvs 64K pvs

https://www.oklahoman.com/story/entertainment/2022/07/01/4th-july-events-okc-fireworks-show-scissortail-park-yukon-freedom-fest/7741716001/
https://www.coloradoan.com/story/news/2022/05/17/us-news-world-report-best-places-live-fort-collins-number-54/9807484002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/food-dining/2022/06/02/cheap-recipes-pantry-and-freezer-staples/7483406001/


TTP premium 
works, too

• Sports dominated 
premium TTP: 51% of 
premium TTP in 
December-January 2023 
was sports
• All-area teams, rankings, 

athlete of the week votes

35

47 subs 26 subs, 2.8k 
sub pageviews

27 subs, 7.8k 
sub pageviews

• Dining: 33 restaurant-
related TTP articles in 
January had more than 300 
subs: new restaurants, 
best waterfront, 
opened/closed, most-
romantic

• Growth/development:
Great format for listing top 
construction projects, hot 
spots, updates

https://www.oklahoman.com/story/sports/high-school/football/2023/01/01/meet-the-oklahomans-110th-all-state-football-first-team-selections/69768882007/
https://www.jacksonville.com/story/entertainment/dining/2023/01/08/new-restaurants-opening-in-2023-in-jacksonville-st-johns-county/10806904002/
https://www.fosters.com/story/news/local/2023/01/03/dover-nh-develops-coming-2023-housing-restaurants-stores/10587991002/


Quick hit brief with a social or video embed

• Top should be 100-
150 word intro with a 
few opportunities to 
inline link under 
keywords.

• Spike links on top 
of first embed get 
recirculation; these 
can be the same as 
in-line links used in 
intro section if 
necessary.

• Drop in the embed 
(</>)

• Subheads with 
some keywords and 
a few graphs of 
background can add 
context and round 
out the file.

36
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134K pageviews13K pageviews

https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/sports/college/iowa-state/football/2023/01/30/what-nfl-media-are-saying-about-ex-iowa-state-qb-brock-purdy-injury-future-with-san-francisco-49ers/69853893007/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/entertainment/celebrities/2023/01/05/jeremy-renner-instagram-hospital-spa-day/10997548002/


Who’s who

Useful in many 
situations: 

• To outline who's 
on powerful 
committees

• Explain/list key 
players in on-
going court 
cases

• Who's going 
where (college 
recruiting, 
commitments)

• Who's in, who's 
out

• And more

37
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Keep 
formatting 
consistent 
throughou

t



High-utility info

Provide information to help 
readers make their own 
decisions.

These could include:
• Dos & don'ts
• How-tos
• Pro / con
• Tips
• How to watch

Write conversationally, as 
if you’re advising a friend, but 
assert and establish your or 
your source’s expertise.

Think long term. Be explicit 
in SEO fields about what 
keyword or high-volume 
question you are targeting.

Weather tips

• Break out 
specific 
reader questions

• Link to other
ongoing 
coverage

• Brainstorm 
high-utility 
information like 
power outages 
or what’s 
open/closed

•Summarize: 
Snowfall 
or rainfall totals, 
highest wind 
speeds

13k pageviews105k pageviews

https://www.statesman.com/story/entertainment/dining/2023/02/01/austin-restaurants-open-today-near-me-weather-updates/69863358007/
https://www.naplesnews.com/story/entertainment/events/2023/01/23/stevie-nicks-to-perform-one-show-in-florida-how-to-score-tickets-fleetwood-mac-orlando-amway-center/69833434007/


Reader participation

Leverage your social 
audience to gather 
questions they’re curious 
about – and build 
engagement with them. 
Some examples:

- Most wanted business, 
restaurants (and then 
find out!)

- Mailbags: Curate 
questions particularly 
around G&D in your 
community but also 
other big news stories

Tip: Use social, particularly posts 
on your Instagram Story, to 
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39Premium: 1,600 sub 
pvs, 8 orders

Premium: 2,600 sub 
pvs, 13 orders

https://www.argusleader.com/story/news/business-journal/2022/12/05/what-sioux-falls-restaurants-store-chains-you-want-come-2023/69686701007/
https://www.tennessean.com/story/money/2022/10/17/nashville-nfl-stadium-deal-burning-questions-answered/69561514007/


Multimedia inspiration

• 60-second reads picked up from your narrative 
newsletters

• Multimedia TTP – call out your most 
impactful/newsy videos with a few paragraphs of 
context or “how we did it” info and links to more 
coverage.

• Showcase your photos – Intro and explain your best 
photos with a stacked post. Maybe it’s a premium 
play, if it’s exclusive or a sneak peek in a store.

• Before and after – Show the change. How has your 
city changed? What did a remodel of a local 
restaurant or historic 
building showcase?

(Please share with your content strategy 
analyst as you experiment so we can 
spread the word!)
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33K pvs 11K pvs

https://www.statesman.com/story/news/2022/10/12/downtown-austin-skyline-buildings-tallest-photos/69557132007/
https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/politics/2023/02/02/kim-reynolds-iowa-health-care-bill-explained-birth-control-pregnancy-centers/69864462007/


Last tips



If you do write more than 800 
words, considering using story 
highlights

• Consider using 
story 
highlights/key 
points on longer 
stories you create. 

• This is an effective 
storytelling 
element that is 
already part of 
Presto that helps 
draw readers into 
our journalism and 
build interest. 

• Aim for 2-3 bullets 
as a starting point.

• Note: Story 
highlights 
themselves don’t 

Where to find it:
They’re located about halfway 
down the right rail of the Presto 
story creator. 



Plan ahead to tell 
your story on social

Newsroom experts on social, 
search or newsletters can help 
you execute a plan – but there 
has to be awareness and the 
content assets to do so. 

Work with editors and 
audience experts to 
understand:

• What photos or videos 
might be useful to gather?

• Should you go or cover live?

• Is there a script that needs 
written?
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How to make a Mexican martini
45K views on IG

11 orders on companion premium 
story

Austin Pride 101 (Explainer)
22K views on IG

https://www.instagram.com/p/CgkZD87FXaC/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/Chc-nNdlo6f/?hl=en


Communicate what you’re working on

Likewise make 
sure planners and 
audience experts 
have awareness of 
your TTP content. 
The formats 
translate naturally 
to social in many 
cases.
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Resources/dashboards

• To The Point tracker Dashboard lets you see TTP 
content for your site by section and over time as well as 
performance of TTP stories. (Explore the tabs across the top, not 
pictured.) 
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More resources
• Toolkit Menu/guide 

to alternative-
format/to some of 
the basic TTP story 
forms for reporters.

• USAT’s uber-
expansive guide 
with more than 50 
story form 
examples.

• TTP data (Oct.-Dec. 
2022) & Dec.-Jan.

• Monthly % tracker

https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/af1075c8-d229-4b36-8d23-3a24cb8b4edf
https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:w:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/EdSxTkCZP55MojMv9rt62TcBS4Ek6Q5CWtx1hPXMtCHu7g?e=tiCj3m
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14zUW8p2JHzZRyNvI2tiA6nt5W1tfWRpTdP8DUEJ-Be8/edit?usp=sharing
https://gannett-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/p/jameesey/ESdqXFx6-z5Gs6KoLMEMXpAB0BzWwxxpG8l2kiiWbwAkOw?e=eCqm4y
https://gannett-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/p/jameesey/ESpw1yLXxOtHtMic7ZZqY-sB0rF3zwjEcDgUzh9Fvd3XIA?e=y4nlqq
https://gannett.sharepoint.com/:x:/t/ContentStrategyAnalysts/EbGny6AtyOxGjvyNiUW8ujsBmyPljaYyKaiK_YOgnjVOcA?e=pplPgs


Questions?
Feel free to reach out to 
Kelli Leonard, Director of Local 
Content Strategy, with 
questions –
or any of your regional content 
strategists or the experts on this 
call today to formulate a plan to 
put TTP to work in your 
newsroom or on your beat.


